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Company: Kimberly-Clark
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Category: other-general

Description

The Role

K-C is an exciting place to be, and this role is the perfect opportunity for you to be part of

our future here at our Flint site!

As Operator Maintainer (Electrical) you will be supporting site operational activities, you will

collaborate closely with others within your own team and the wider technical teams to a

number of work stations, or one area to an advanced level, producing product to the

required standards of quality and volume. The role will also mean playing an active role in

improving asset reliability with a desire to make a proactive difference.

What You’ll Need

To be able to demonstrate practical, hands-on experience of working with PLC equipment

We work in a culture of Continuous Improvement so having experience of lean methodologies

and conventional plant operations are desirable

We work in a culture of coaching and your leadership and development skills will be key in

delivering improvement

If you have prior experience of working within FMCG or Chemical Industries (or other

regulated industries) – then great! If not, here’s where you will be able to gain a wealth of

experience in our industry

You’ll be able to demonstrate your previous Electrical experience in other roles you have carried
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out

You’ll also be able to demonstrable your Electrical experience in an ever-changing technical

environment

Experience in progressive manufacturing cultures using TPM or other progressive best

practices is also desirable

Finally, you’ll ideally be Apprentice trained and hold an appropriate HNC or equivalent

Competitive Benefits

We offer competitive pay and benefits to employees and reward excellence and performance.

Our belief in promoting a healthy work-life balance drives us to support our employees’

total well-being, offering comprehensive benefits not limited to gym memberships, private

medical insurance, dental cover, employee assistance programme, cycle to work scheme,

critical illness cover, travel insurance and a market leading defined contribution pension

scheme.

What is it like to work at KC?

The identity of each and every one of our employees makes us who we are and makes our

Global company of over 40,000-plus employees stronger because of it. We are in the

business of providing better care for a better world, for everyone, everywhere. At K-C

treating individuals with respect is the way we do business and the way we lead our

industry and our world. We’re building an organisation that looks and thinks like our

customers around the world and are searching for talented people with different

perspectives and varied backgrounds. People like you.

At K-C, original thinking also infuses everything we do, from our drive for innovation to our

progressive benefits and opportunities all over the world. Original thinking is about

ground-breaking innovation. It’s also creative and problem solving. Agile responses to

change and advancing new ideas while advancing your career. Our Ways of Working –

Focusing on Consumers, Playing to Win, Moving Fast and Growing Our People – drive our

Culture. 

Join our manufacturing team where you can thrive on new technologies, build skills and be part

of a supportive, collaborative team that solves real problems in a clean and safe

environment.

At K-C Flint Site, we also love where we live. Opened by HRH The Queen in 1991 and set on



96 acres of landscape, we’re just a stones’ throw away from the North Wales coastline

and its many attractions such as Snowdonia National Park, the Clwydian Range and Dee

Valley along with other areas of outstanding natural beauty. There’s plenty to see and do!

Primary Location

United Kingdom -Flint

Additional Locations

Worker Type

Employee

Worker Sub-Type

Regular

Time Type

Full time

Apply Now
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